In depicting scenes of tragedy, what happens when photojournalists become the story? Do photojournalists have a duty to rescue those they photograph? Should they? This article will use a series of iconic images -and the stories of the photojournalists behind the camera -to illustrate how exploring these questions can be a provocative vehicle through which to engage new law students in legal writing and analysis. The article focuses on an exercise that centers around a fictional "Duty to Rescue" statute modeled after European statutes of the same kind. The exercise is anchored by four images -three still photographs and one image that is part of a short documentary film -of people in tragic and near-death situations. The article explores ways to use the stories behind these images to engage law students in the question of whether the photojournalists who took the images had violated the fictional Duty to Rescue statute, and concludes with a discussion of ideas on how the basic exercise can be modified and/or expanded, including but not limited to raising issues of morality-based lawmaking, ethics, fairness, and differences in law across cultures. *
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Introduction: bringing legal stories to life in the first-year law school classroom
In photojournalism, most of the prize-winning photographs are those where you are photographing someone else's tragedy in life. These photojournalists, like myself, benefitted from someone else's misfortune. … In all of these other situations that I've been in around the world, I feel helpless as a person on the other side of the camera to do anything except record what's going on. And here's a situation where I could have caused a difference, a major difference, and I didn't. And that's why it's so disturbing. (Marcus Halevi) 1 The transition from "regular person" to "law student" can be a rocky one indeed. Many of us who went through the transformation from layperson to lawyer may remember those dizzying first days -days filled with an overwhelming amount of reading from thick, cloth-bound casebooks whose contents often felt stale, murky, and frozen in some distant time where disagreements over dead foxes reigned supreme.
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The famous fox case Pierson v Post was very much on my mind the day I received my job offer to teach legal writing (essentially a course in rhetoric and analysis) at The George Washington University Law School. In the months and years after those overwhelming first days of law school, I came to appreciate Pierson and all the other cases I was assigned to read for what they are: legal stories, often involving fascinating and unlikely plot twists and always starring real-life people, places, and things that had a real stake in the story's conclusion. The problem with iconic but ancient cases like Pierson is that something about them -the way they were written, the topics they are about -makes them feel to a twenty-first-century law student as though they have lost their relevance. And without relevance, there is a real risk that the stories these cases tell will remain lifeless words on a page, eluding the appreciation that the students' professors feel they deserve. Mindful of this, I asked myself this question: what could I offer my students in those first few days of law school that may bring to life the "mystery and power, the nobility and heartbreak" of the law more effectively than a centuries-dead fox? 3 I decided that perhaps the best way to introduce my students to the magic and power of legal storytelling and analysis was through the lens of other non-fiction stories, ideally ones whose poignancy and urgency brought with them a greater sense of relevance than the legal stories typically told to new law students. I turned to the popular non-fiction storytelling show
This American Life
4 for inspiration, reasoning that developing an exercise grounded in a provocative, contemporary, non-legal story would be an effective way to ease students through the transition from laypeople to legal thinkers. I found a six-minute video clip from the show's first television season that I knew instantly would be the perfect centerpiece for my first law school class. The clip, which tells the story of a photojournalist grappling with a life-and-death decision while on assignment, raises a series of provocative questions that introduce new law Behind every image that graces our eyes is a never-to-be-seen scene unfolding behind the lens.
Photojournalists by definition photograph newsworthy events, and those events often include people in danger or despair. What is the proper role of a photojournalist who encounters a newsworthy situation of someone in distress? This is a question with no easy answer, and whose ethical answer may differ from its legal one. Reasonable minds may differ, and lawmakers in varying jurisdictions certainly do.
6
The "photojournalist's dilemma" 7 lends itself well to teaching new law students about legal storytelling and analysis because of the wide expanse of grey area it encompasses and near absence of black or white. The idea that what's fair or "right" may not be legal is a tricky one to embrace for idealistic lawyers-in-training. That the law may be one thing in one place and the polar opposite somewhere else is another challenge worth having students grapple with.
Beyond providing a provocative space for students to struggle with notions of ethics, justice, fairness, and morality, the "photojournalist's dilemma" also provides new law students 5 S. You're likely to find that these are questions your students have never considered before, but which they have strong opinions about once they start thinking about them.
After posing these questions and engaging in a short discussion -ideally one where views on both sides of the issue are raised -I proceed to show the students a series of photographs.
Napalm Girl
The first photograph I show the students is arguably one of the most iconic images of war; it is known by most people as Napalm Girl. My students are often divided on these questions. Often at least one student will point out that because this image was taken in a war zone in a foreign country, no duty to aid the children likely existed. Sometimes no one brings this up, however, and in those cases I typically ask my students whether it likely matters that the photo was taken during a war in a distant land. This question is likely to generate some conversation about the ability of law from one country to reach the soil of another, and about the unique legal landscape that a war zone presents. These topics, while fascinating, are only tangentially related to the core exercise, so the amount of time you dedicate to this discussion is up to you. I like to raise the issues but don't linger long enough to provide any specific answers.
What if this same image had been captured on US soil, not during wartime but during some other disaster -perhaps a power plant explosion or wildfire? In other words, what if we could assume that the laws of the US governed this situation? This is when things get murkier.
After a bit of discussion but without waiting for students to come to a consensus on these last questions, I ask them if they know what, if anything, Nick Ut actually did after taking this photograph. So far none of my students has been familiar with the story behind the lens. 
Vulture
Not every photojournalist's story has such a happy ending.
The next photo I show my students is another iconic image of a child in distress. Known simply as Vulture, the image portrays an emaciated child, naked and huddled over in exhaustion, hunger, or both. A large brown vulture sits a few meters behind the child, waiting. I provide a bit of context about the photo -the year the photo was taken, the country it was taken in, and the name of the photographer -so that students who aren't already familiar with the image are not at 
Untitled (subway image)
The third photograph I show my students is the most recent -an image taken in 2012 by freelance photographer R. Umar Abassi in a New York City subway tunnel. The image depicts a man who has fallen on to the subway tracks; he is facing an oncoming train and clinging tightly to the station platform.
Moments after this image was taken, the man was struck by the train and killed. The image appeared on the front page of the New York Post the following day.
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The publication of the image was criticized widely for being insensitive, but the story behind the lens became an even more controversial one. As NBC's Today Show weatherman Al Roker asked, "Somebody's taking that picture. Why aren't they helping this guy up?"
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Abassi claimed that he was "being unfairly beaten up in the press", and emphasized that Halevi describes how a man who was with the lifeguard reached the woman first and reached out to her to "grab her hand and pull her to safety, but -at the last second something stopped him".
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Says Halevi, "The wave to me looked like it was about 20 feet high. Within seconds after this photograph was taken, she was consumed by the wave. I realized that she was, she was gone."
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Like Vulture and the image taken in the New York City subway tunnel, Halevi's images from that day "received quite a bit of attention, and a lot of criticism came in to the Lawrence
Eagle-Tribune about their photographer who watched someone drown in the ocean while he just continued to take pictures".
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Halevi -who today focuses on "happy situations, never life-threatening situations" in his work, is haunted by his actions that day. 49 "One of the things that I have real problems with and I haven't really resolved," he explained, is that "perhaps, if I hadn't taken the five or ten seconds, if 
From photographer's dilemma to lawyer's analysis
The classroom is usually silent for several moments when I turn the lights back on after Marcus
Halevi's film concludes. I allow that silence to sink in before proceeding.
Until this moment I've done nothing to formally introduce the legal concept of "duty to rescue" other than ask the broad questions, Do photojournalists have a duty to rescue the people they photograph? and Should they? I haven't explained that "duty to rescue" is in fact a real thing, the law of the land in much of the world, though rejected by Anglo-American common law and only recognized by statute in some limited capacity in fewer than a dozen states in the US. White further explains that the Anglo-American approach "is in stark contrast with that adopted in most European civil law jurisdictions", clarifying that duty to rescue laws "are longstanding in many European nations. Portugal adopted the first such law in 1867. The Netherlands, Finland, and Italy all enacted similar legislation in the nineteenth century, and most of the other countries of continental Europe did so in the early to middle twentieth century." Ibid., at p. 510. In advocating a reform of the rescue doctrine in the United States, White quotes a commentator who wrote that "'although the duty to assist an injured or endangered person is commonplace throughout the world, our law continues to rely solely on man's unselfish spirit.'" Ibid., at p. 510 (quoting J. Silver, "The Duty to Rescue: A Reexamination and Proposal" (1985) 26 William & Mary Law Review 423 (arguing that a duty to rescue rule should be recognized in the United States)).
Despite the rejection of a "duty to rescue" doctrine by US common law, a number of states have enacted legislation to require rescue in some limited contexts. Eugene Volokh provides an overview of these states and their laws on his blog, The Volokh Conspiracy. See E. Volokh, "Duty to Rescue/Report Statutes" (3 November 2009) available at http://www.volokh.com/2009/11/03/duty-to-rescuereport-statutes/ (accessed 11 January 2014).
You are a law clerk at the Washingtonia County Court. Defendant Marcus Halevi has been accused of violating W.C. §42.3 and is appearing in court today. Your judge asked you to brief her on whether Halevi violated the following statute: Washingtonia Code §42.3 Duty to rescue.
Any person above legal age, who encounters another human being within a reasonably close range whose life, health, or safety is at risk, must take all practicable steps to rescue the distressed individual. A person's duty to rescue is waived when (1) an emergency worker (police, firefighters, emergency medical technicians, etc.) is within 50 feet of the person in distress, or (2) when providing assistance will clearly endanger the life of the rescuer. The aforementioned exceptions do not apply to persons who are acting within the scope of their employment when they encounter the distressed individual.
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At this point not only have I not told the students anything about the duty to rescue doctrine, but I have also told them exactly nothing about how to conduct a legal analysis. I haven't mentioned IRAC or CREAC or TREAT (the acronym used at the George Washington University), 53 and I haven't said anything about statutory interpretation, case law, holdings, analogies, distinctions, or the like. I don't tell the students whether the statute is civil or criminal in nature. 54 I break the students up into groups of three and tell them they have about 10 minutes to reach a conclusion.
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What follows is fascinating: virtually all of the students seem to instinctively understand what to do with the statute. They intuitively know that they need to look through their notes and 52 Because there is no widespread duty to rescue law in the United States, I developed this fictional statute for purposes of this exercise. While I intentionally crafted the statutory language to work well with the Marcus Halevi facts and to contain sufficient ambiguity to generate vibrant class discussion, the essence of the statute was inspired by language from real duty to rescue statutes, many of them covered in Eugene Volokh's 2009 overview on The Volokh Conspiracy blog. See supra n. 51. 53 IRAC, CREAC, and TREAT are three common acronyms commonly used in the US legal writing classroom to teach students the steps involved in conducting a legal analysis. IRAC stands for Issue, Rule, Application, Conclusion, while CREAC replaces "Issue" with a Conclusion up front and isolates out a distinct Explanation section to ensure that writers adequately explain the rule and how it works. TREAT is another variation on the same theme, swapping out Conclusions for Thesis statements. 54 This is one of the questions I ask during the discussion after students have had the chance to work through the statute. Few students consider this question in the moment, but when I pose the question many of them understand that it's one of the many critical things to think about when conducting a legal analysis. 55 This exercise would also work well if you told your students that they had to argue for a particular outcome. I like leaving it up to them because I think it forces them to grapple even more with the ambiguity of the statute, but there would be a number pedagogical benefits to the other approach.
identify the legally significant facts from the video. "Didn't he say he was at least 50 feet away?" someone will typically ask out loud.
There has been more unevenness in students' innate ability to understand that many of the terms in the statute are ambiguous. Many of them intuit that the meaning of terms like "reasonably close range", "all practicable steps", "emergency worker", "clearly endanger", "within the scope of their employment" and others are up for debate and interpretation; some students even know that ideally they would look to cases to see how these phrases were used and interpreted in other situations. Some students don't see the ambiguities as quickly and jump to assumptions about the meaning of those terms.
After about 10 minutes of deliberation I move the students into a class-wide discussion. I ask each group to explain its conclusion, with dissenting views welcome. The students are typically all over the map, with some groups feeling strongly that Halevi had violated the statute and others feeling that he hadn't, and still others deeply divided.
I then ask a series of questions designed to get the students thinking about the importance of identifying legally significant facts. Specifically, I ask whether the students' position would change if (1) Halevi was 10 feet away instead of at least 50; or (2) there was no lifeguard in sight;
or (3) the woman screamed, "Help!" and looked in Halevi's direction; or (4) there was no sign that the woman had been drinking; or (5) Halevi was a world-class swimmer with deep sea diving experience; or (6) Halevi just happened to be taking a walk on the beach when he encountered the woman and was not there on assignment; or (7) Asking these questions inevitably leads to a discussion about the role of case law in helping lawyers and judges interpret ambiguous statutes in a common law system. 57 We also discuss the importance of knowing whether a statute is civil or criminal in nature, and how despite the fact that Halevi would be the "defendant" in either context, the distinction is one of great importance to him.
This is also where I lead the class into a discussion about what the law should be as opposed to what it is. We discuss the difference between the Anglo-American common law approach and the civil law approach, and how some states in the US have adopted statutes to create some form of a duty to rescue in some situations. We talk about fairness and how laws 57 If you teach students in a civil law country, you will necessarily need to modify this discussion. If you want to give your students a sense of how a common law country may interpret the statute, however, you may choose to engage in a conversation about the role of cases in a common law system. In an effort to illustrate the way lawyers and judges use case law to help with statutory interpretation, I sometimes provide my students with an additional handout that contains a number of short synopses of fictional cases that all relate to the same duty to rescue statute. In addition to showing students how case law can help lawyers interpret ambiguous statutory language, the handout also helps introduce the concepts of hierarchy of authority and binding versus persuasive authority.
The prompt on this handout is, "How do the following authorities help you determine whether Halevi violated the statute (assume that all jurisdictions referenced below have a statute with language identical to Washingtonia Code §42.3)?" Two examples of these case synopses are below; for a full copy of the handout please contact the author. Case 1: Washingtonia County Court decision (trial court) Court held that the scope of employment provision applies only to employment that is relevant to the danger presented. In this case, a lifeguard had a duty to rescue a man drowning in the ocean, even though the circumstances were dangerous. Case 2: Zoolandia Supreme Court decision (highest appellate court) Court held that the scope of employment provision applies to any employment that brought the defendant into contact with the distressed individual, whether or not that employment is relevant to the danger presented. In this case, a traveling salesman had a duty to attempt to rescue a woman being stung by a swarm of bees when he encountered the woman at her residence while peddling his wares. often don't seem fair or moral or ethical (or they do to some people and not to others). We talk about how what's "legal" may fly in the face of our gut feelings of right and wrong.
These conversations may be as elaborate or as brief as you wish, and will be shaped by the context in which you teach. Classes taking place in common law countries will likely focus on different aspects from those taking place in civil law countries. If your students are graduate students (as all law students are in the US), class discussions may be somewhat more sophisticated than they might be if your students are in their first year of undergraduate studies. If the rest of your syllabus allows, you may even choose to weave the discussion over a series of classes, using the Halevi case as a sort of touchstone to come back to again and again over the course of the semester. This exercise is nothing if not flexible; part of the joy I've found in using it from year to year is that while it dependably serves its role as a mechanism through which to introduce my students to legal analysis, the students' reactions and insights ensure that no two iterations of the exercise are exactly the same.
Conclusion
Most of the people, they know my picture but there's very few that know about my life … I'm so thankful that … I can accept the picture as a powerful gift. Then it is my choice. Then I can work with it for peace. (Kim Phuc, the child depicted in Napalm Girl) 58 There's quite a bit of power inherent in being a law professor who works with first-semester students as they transition from layperson to legal thinker. We have the power to shape our students' very first experiences of legal education, legal analysis, and legal stories; the impression left by those initial experiences is likely to outlast most of the doctrine and guiding principles we share in the weeks and years hence. While some professors may see cases like
Pierson v Post as important rites of passage for students to pass through on the road to becoming 58 Supra n. 33. lawyers, it is hard to overstate the value of contemporary stories like those of Nick Ut, Kevin Carter, R. Umar Abassi, and Marcus Halevi in the law school classroom. Their stories, and the images that accompany them, resonate with students in ways that centuries-old stories lying flat on a casebook page cannot. 59 Whether or not these photojournalists had or should have had a duty to rescue the people they photographed, they all left behind powerful images whose stories both in front of and behind the lens have changed lives and, indeed, the world. It has been an honor to use these photojournalists' stories in my classroom as I endeavor to inspire each crop of new law students to do the same.
